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Abstract
This paper adds visual and interactive elements to an agent based Keynesian
economy. While the primary drivers of the economy are Keynesian inventory adjustments, the model is also centered around the premise of customer markets as
firms compete through prices to retain their customer base. Within this framework,
this paper describes the functionality of an accompanying standalone program that
allows users to adjust parameters and observe the dynamics of the economy in real
time. A benchmark calibration of the model demonstrates that the economy can
generate endogenous cycles in key economic variables.
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Introduction

The increase in the availability and power of computational methods in economics has
predictably led to a parallel increase in the variety of economic models available for
researchers to explore. Perhaps the most exciting of these advances has been the rise
of agent based models (ABMs). In macroeconomics specifically, development of ABMs
has offered an alternative to the dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) models
that have dominated the profession for decades (see Dawid and Delli Gatti (2018) for
a survey of macroeconomic agent based models). While features like heterogeneity and
disequilibrium dynamics are often difficult to implement in DSGE models, they become
much simpler in computational simulation models that characterize the ABM approach.
However, although the potential for ABMs is substantial, a number of problems remain
for researchers in this relatively young subfield to solve. A common criticism of ABMs
is their “black box” nature. The flexibility afforded to ABMs also represents a challenge
for researchers to separate the effects of different mechanisms and determine causality.
With dozens or even hundreds of free parameters, ABMs find themselves far from the
comparatively rigid structure imposed by the assumptions of DSGE models.
Previous attempts to bring a deeper level of understanding of ABMs have generally
fit into two categories. The first has relied on empirical validation. Windrum et al.
(2007) provides an early standard for calibrating parameters and testing the results of
an ABM against real world data while Fagiolo et al. (2017) gives a more recent update.
Various methods have been proposed to either infer parameter values and agent behaviors
from micro data or to search over the entire possible parameter space to best match the
results to the data. However, even though data can potentially offer a useful constraint
on ABMs, not all models should be required to perfectly or even approximately match
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the data. As Kydland and Prescott argued in their early defense of real business cycle
methodology (Kydland and Prescott, 1991), there is little reason to believe that stylized
models should ever produce results resembling reality.
An alternative approach offers a more theoretical solution by using phase diagrams to
demonstrate the effects of changing parameter values (Gualdi et al., 2015). This method
allows the researcher to show the effects of a wide range of model specifications without
taking a stand on the most appropriate parameter values. A potential problem with phase
diagrams comes from the difficulty of capturing interactions between variables without
resorting to complicated multidimensional diagrams.
More importantly, neither of these solutions fully opens the black box of an agent
based model. Empirical validation methods certainly add some transparency to modeling
choices, but even a perfectly specified ABM can produce seemingly mysterious results.
Emergent behavior, the trademark feature of many ABMs and one of the reasons they
are so appealing as a modeling technique, also ends up making their implications difficult
to parse. With thousands or tens of thousands of individual agents making individual
decisions, observing aggregate results does not always help a researcher understand the
mechanisms driving the results. By producing charts or tables describing the distribution
of agents, a modeler can somewhat mitigate this issue, but static snapshots can only offer
a partial solution.
As technology and the tools offered to researchers continue to improve, so too should
the media researchers use to convey their findings to readers. The primary goal of this
paper is to take a step toward better communication of agent based models in macroeconomics. It works toward this goal in two ways. First, it offers a complete graphical
representation of the model that can be observed in real time as agents interact. Both individual agents as well as aggregates and averages for the entire economy can be observed
and graphed dynamically so that users can see not only the end result of a model run,
but also the inner workings of the economy. In this sense the model is similar to ABMs
created in NetLogo (Tisue and Wilensky, 2004) or other graphically focused programs.
In macroeconomics, the Java Agent Based Macroeconomic Laboratory (JAMEL) model
of Seppecher (2012) also offers a program that produces graphs and statistics in real time
as the simulation runs (applications of the model can be found in Seppecher and Salle
(2015) and Seppecher et al. (2018)) However, the model presented here offers a richer
visual and interactive component.
The second key component of the model is complete flexibility for users to change parameter values. Before each run, users can choose the number of agents, as well as behavior regarding production functions, adjustment behavior and policy. While a benchmark
calibration is provided later in this paper, users are free to observe how changing parameter values can affect the economy. Combining this option with the graphical interface
described above aims to make the effects of changes as clear as possible. An ABM can
never hope to match the clarity of a general equilibrium model with an analytic solution,
but seeing the results of a simulation as it runs offers its own perks, allowing for the
actions of individual agents to be directly observable over time.
The model described in the paper does not strive to give quantitatively accurate
predictions. It is designed to be a toy economy, a playground to test ideas and observe
outcomes under different specifications. For now, the setup of the model is too simple
to allow for comparisons to data or any kind of estimation. However, the framework is
flexible enough that more realistic additions could be added in future work.
Inspiration for the model’s features comes from two sources. At its core, the model
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is an attempt to move classic Keynesian cross intuition into a new setting. Production
decisions are based on expected demand and consumers spend based on the income they
receive. Unlike static Keynesian models, the economy is constantly in a state of disequilibrium as firms fluctuate around a desired level of inventories. Increases in demand run
down a firm’s inventories, causing them to increase production and employment. In this
sense, the economy conforms to the simple Keynesian multiplier intuition. Augmenting
this setup is a production process where consumption firms are required to hire workers
and purchase machines from investment firms in order to produce.
The other guiding principle of the model derives from the literature on customer
markets formalized by Phelps and Winter (1970). In customer market models, firms have
a base of customers that only gradually changes according to firm pricing decisions firms with higher prices slowly lose customers to cheaper competitors. Empirical evidence
has demonstrated that attempts to retain or attract new customers is one of the main
considerations that goes into firms pricing decisions. Within more standard economic
theory, customer market models have been given some recent attention (Gourio and
Rudanko, 2014; Paciello et al., 2016), but they haven’t been focused on much in agent
based models.
In the macroeconomic ABM literature, the model described in this paper aligns most
closely with the Keynes-Schumpeter evolutionary model first described in Dosi et al.
(2006) and expanded in later papers (Dosi et al., 2010, 2013, 2015, 2017). Relative to
that framework, this paper adds a visual and interactive component as well as a different
pricing mechanism driven by customer markets. The focus on customer markets is also
in the spirit of Howitt and Clower (2000) (and later work by Ashraf et al. (2016, 2017)),
although their implementation of stores and trading relationships centers around a diverse
set of goods and tastes while this paper simplifies to a single homogeneous consumption
good. The previously mentioned JAMEL model also relates to this work, but its focus
on the money market offers a different perspective on an agent based Keynesian model.
With the exception of the JAMEL model, none of the macroeconomic ABMs described
above provide a visual component, and none make it as easy as the program described in
this paper to adjust parameter values or see responses to different policies in an interactive
setting. This foundation hopes to provide researchers with a new toolbox to explore
important macroeconomic questions.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 lays out the model. Section 3 describes the interactive program used to simulate the model. Section 4 describes
the results of the benchmark calibration. Section 5 discusses robustness and extensions
of the model. Section 6 concludes. For technical instructions on how to run the model,
see the appendix.
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Model

The model is centered around four different kinds of agents: consumers, consumption
firms, investment firms, and the government. Consumers purchase a single homogeneous
consumption good from consumption firms, who require machines from investment firms
to produce. Prices are governed by competition in customer markets. Each consumer
can purchase from only one firm in each period (and each consumption firm can purchase
from only one investment firm) and firms with above average prices will see customers
leave to search for a better price.
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The basic sequence of events of the economy is described below
1. Consumers make decisions on how much of their wealth to spend
2. Workers decide whether to quit or remain in their job
3. Consumption and investment firms decide how much to produce based on past
sales and current inventory levels
4. If desired production is different from feasible production, firms hire/fire workers
(and consumption firms buy machines)
5. Firms sell their product at their current price. If sales differ from expected sales,
the remainder is captured by a change in inventories.
6. Workers are paid the wage rate of their current employer
7. Firms set prices and wages for next period
8. Customers decide whether to remain at their current firm or leave
9. Machines depreciate
10. Government makes spending and monetary policy decisions
The following subsections describe each of these procedures in more detail.

2.1

Consumers

The economy is populated by a fixed number nc of consumers. Consumer spending
behavior is Keynesian in nature in the sense that consumption and saving decisions
are driven by current disposable income and marginal propensity to consume. In the
standard setup, MPC is fixed over time for each consumer, although it can vary across
consumers. Because consumption decisions are made before workers are paid, I assume
that all consumers enter the economy with cash holdings h0 in period 0 (this is the only
source of money when the simulation begins so the sum of consumer cash holdings is
also equal to the total money supply in period 0). Consumers have a desired level of
cash holdings. When savings pushes cash holdings above this desired level, consumers
add the excess to their consumption spending. The spending decision for a consumer can
therefore be described as:
cst = bydt + ε(ht − h∗ )

(1)

where cs is a consumers consumption spending, b is their marginal propensity to
consume, yd is a consumer’s disposable (after tax) income, h is cash holding, h∗ is desired
cash holding, ε is a parameter between 0 and 1 that determines how much of their excess
cash they spend on consumption each period, and t is a time subscript.
In order to encompass consumption smoothing behavior, consumers with no income
(unemployed workers) attempt to keep their consumption spending constant by spending
down their cash holdings when they are unemployed (note that they do not consider real
consumption here). Therefore, for an unemployed worker we have
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cst = cst−1

(2)

Saving for each consumer can then be taken out as a residual
st = ydt − cst

(3)

Consumers purchase consumption goods from a single firm each period. At time
0, they are randomly assigned to a consumption firm and will continue to purchase
goods from that firm unless they decide to leave and search for another firm (a decision
described in more detail below). Real consumption for an individual can then be defined
total consumption spending divided by the current price at the consumer’s current firm.
crt = cst /pct

(4)

where cr refers to real consumption and pc is the price at the consumer’s current firm.
Labor is supplied inelastically by consumers and there is no concept of leisure in the
model. In period 0, consumers are randomly assigned to an employer. They are paid a
wage rate specific to their employer at the end of each period (after production). They
also pay taxes to the government so that their disposable income is
ydt = wct − T (w)

(5)

where wct is the wage rate of the consumer’s current employer and T (w) is taxes paid
to the government (which can depend on the consumer’s income).
Although consumption spending is so far quite mechanical, consumers adapt to the
state of the economy in two important ways. First, workers quit their job with some
probability. The probability of a worker at a firm with wage wc is given by

 ˜
1 l − w̃ π
+
Pq = arctan
π
θ
2
wc − w̄
w̃ = 100
wc
n
c
˜l =
nc − L

(6)

where w̃ is the percentage deviation of the firm’s wage compared to the average wage
w̄ across all firms (in both sectors), ˜l is a measure of how far the current employment level
L is from full employment (nc = L), and θ is a parameter that can be thought of as a
kind of labor market tightness (as theta increases, effects of wage differences on quit rates
diminish). Intuitively, when the wage of an employer is low relative to the average, or
when the economy gets closer to full employment, the probability of an employee quitting
increases. The exact functional form for the quit probability was chosen only because it
was an increasing function (in ˜l − w̃) bounded by 0 and 1. Results should be robust to
other functional forms with those features.
Customers make similar adjustments in the product market. Here I split the market
into firms with above average and below average prices. Firms with high prices lose
customers who enter a pool of searching consumers until they are paired to a lower
priced firm. For a firm with a price pc above the average price, the probability of losing
a customer is given by
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Plc = 1 − e−ξl p̃
pc − p̄
p̃ = 100
pc

(7)

where p̃ is the percentage deviation in price from the average and ξl is a parameter
controlling the speed of customer loss.
For a firm with a below average price, the probability of gaining a customer is
Pgc = 1 − eξg p̃s̃
p̄ − pc
p̃ = 100
pc
ns
s̃ =
ns − nc

(8)

where s̃ is an adjustment to the probability that depends on the current number of
searching consumers ns relative to the total. These two equations imply that firms with
high prices will lose consumers over time while firms with low prices will gain them. We
will see that this behavior drives price competition among firms that does not lead to
monopoly prices (as in the “Diamond paradox” of many mathematical product search
papers stemming from Diamond (1971)), or to Bertrand marginal cost pricing. In this
sense, the mechanism is similar to Phelps and Winter (1970), but the agent based setup
allows for the exploration of disequilibrium dynamics unlike the symmetric equilibrium
studied in that paper.

2.2

Firms

As explained above, there are two types of firms in the economy. Consumption firms
produce a single homogeneous good for sale to consumers, while investment firms produce
machines that are required for production of the consumption good.
2.2.1

Consumption Firms

More specifically, the production process for consumption firms takes capital (machines)
and labor as complementary. The maximum production for a consumption firm is given
by

 αc
ymax = min(zl, γm)
(9)
where l is the number of workers hired by the firm, z is the productivity of the firm, m
is the number of machines they currently hold, γ is the capacity of each machine, and αc
controls the returns to scale of the production process. In order to prevent all production
being carried out by a single firm, returns to scale are restricted to be decreasing. A
firm can always choose to produce less than its maximum capacity, but can only produce
more if it hires more labor or purchases more machines.
Each period, a consumption firm decides how much to produce based on its expected
sales as well as the current level of inventories. Firms want to hold a fixed level of
inventories to be prepared for unexpected changes in demand. Planned production can
be written formally as
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yplan = max E(dt ) − (xt − x∗c ), 0

(10)

where dt is demand for the firm’s goods at time t, xt is the firms current inventory
holding, and x∗c is their desired level of inventories. The max operator serves to ensure
that the firm never wants to produce a negative quantity. When inventories expand, the
firm may stop production and let their inventories run down, but they never have any
incentive to destroy existing goods. For this paper, I assume that expected demand is
simply demand from the previous period (i.e. E(dt ) = dt−1 ). Other expectation systems
(longer lags, etc.) could be easily implemented.
Given this production plan, the firm then calculates how many production units (the
minimum of workers and machines - both measured in efficiency units) it would need
to carry out its plan. A worker carries in the workers it had hired from the previous
period and the machines it had purchased. Given these resources, if planned production
is greater than maximum production, it attempts to hire additional workers to the point
where production becomes feasible. However, attempts to hire are not always successful.
The probability a hiring attempt ends up being successful depends on the current wage
offered by the firm as well as current labor market conditions. I choose a functional form
matching that of equation 6 governing the probability of a worker quitting. Specifically,
a hiring attempt will be successful with probability Ph = 1 − Pq . Once again, this form
implies that firms that offer higher wages will have an easier time finding new workers
than those that offer lower wages and that hiring gets harder as unemployment gets closer
to 0.
Due to this effect, firms adjust wages in order to be competitive in the labor market.
When a hiring attempt is unsuccessful, a firm responds by increasing its wage by a fixed
percentage. For simplicity, in its current form the model has no mechanism for downward
nominal wage movements, which corresponds to the empirical literature that tends to find
nominal wages are sticky downwards (Barattieri et al., 2014), but other wage adjustments
could be easily added in extensions to the model.
On the other hand, if the firm has more workers than it needs for its current level
of production, it considers whether to fire some workers. Due to the uncertainty in the
ability to hire workers whenever it wants, I assume that firms try to avoid firing workers
when there is a single bad period. Instead, firms look at the last few periods and only
fire workers if they had too many workers in every one of those periods.
After hiring or firing workers, the firm once again calculates its maximum production
capacity. If the number of machines it currently owns is less than is required for its
production plan, it buys new machines from its current supplier (supplier choice will be
discussed in section 2.2.2). Machines cannot be destroyed and they remain in a firm’s
possession after use. However, each period, each machine (whether used in production
or idle), ages by one period. After a fixed number of periods, depreciation renders the
machine unusable and the firm needs to buy a new machine to replace it.
With the necessary adjustments completed, each consumption firm then produces
goods according to its plan and sells to meet the demand of each of its customers (under
the assumptions about demand discussed in section 2.1). As mentioned earlier, if sales
differ from expectations, the difference is taken from inventories (it is possible inventories
drop to zero, in which case the firm only sells its current production, but this scenario
should not occur under reasonable parameter specifications). The firm adds the revenue
it receives to its current cash holdings and then pays its workers out of its cash holdings.
I assume that firms can have negative cash holdings, which essentially means the model
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includes costless borrowing from the government. In future work I hope to relax this
assumption by adding a functioning bond market, but this paper does not include this
feature.
A firm’s profit is calculated by subtracting labor cost and the cost of machines from
revenue. We can write this explicitly as
π=

nc
X

pt cit − lt wt −

i=1

mt
pmt
Ω

(11)

where nc is the current number of customers at the firm, pt is the price of their good,
c is consumption, l is the number of workers the firm employs, mt is the number of
machines the firm currently holds, and pm t is the price of a machine from their current
supplier. Machine price is divided by its age Ω so that the cost of a machine is spread
out across its lifetime.
Following the customer adjustment process described in section 2.1, each consumption
firm constantly adjusts its price in order to attract customers. It faces a tradeoff in price
setting. With two high a price, a firm will lose all of its customers. Too low, and it won’t
be able to make a profit. To balance these costs and benefits, I use a simple set of three
decision rules.
1. If a firm has zero customers and positive inventories, reduce price
2. If a firm has negative profit, or more customers than average and less profit than
average, increase price
3. If a firm has fewer customers than average and positive profit, reduce price
(Note: firms can never have negative prices - and will never want to under standard
configurations)
These three rules capture the idea that firms can only partially extract surplus from
their customer base. A firm only tries to increase its price above its costs when its
customer stock is sufficiently large. Again, this setup is designed to match the empirical
findings of Blinder et al. (1998) and others (e.g. Greenslade and Parker (2012)) that show
that customer retention factors heavily into a firm’s decision to change its price. The three
rules intentionally exclude more complicated pricing decisions involving forward looking
behavior and explicit profit maximization. Instead, they fall more in line with Herbert
Simon’s concept of “satisficing” (Simon, 1956). These rules imply that each firm has
some idea of the average profitability and popularity (in terms of number of customers)
of other firms in the industry, but they do not need knowledge of the exact quantity of
labor and capital necessary to maximize profit as in standard neoclassical models.
To summarize the timeline for consumption firms, the sequence of events proceeds as:
1. Calculate maximum production given current resources (equation 9)
2. Calculate planned production based on past sales and current inventories (equation
10)
3. If planned differs from maximum production, hire or fire workers and buy machines
accordingly
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4. Sell to current customer stock. Discrepancies between planned and actual sales
come out of inventories
5. Pay workers and determine total profit (equation 11)
6. Adjust price based on number of customers and current profit
7. Gain or lose customers based on equations 7 and 8
2.2.2

Investment Firms

Investment firms produce machines in order to sell to consumption firms. They hire from
the same pool of workers as consumption firms and therefore face the same probability
of a working quitting (equation 6) and of being able to hire a new worker. The production process to produce machines only requires labor and works a bit differently than
production of consumption goods. The most important difference in the two production
processes is that machines require time to build. Economists have long studied the effects
of differences in time of production processes dating back to at least Hayek (1932) and
agent based models offer a tractable way to explore these effects.
When a new machine is created, it is put into the investment firm’s pool of “machines
in progress.” An investment firm will then try to advance each machine in its pool one
period closer to completion using workers. The number of machines a given number of
workers can advance is represented by
le = lαi

(12)

where le can be thought of as effective units of labor after taking into account the
returns to scale αi
Each investment firm decides how many machines to produce similarly to the decision
process of consumption firms. In this case, we have
mnew = E(mc ) − (xt − x∗i ) − mp

(13)

where mnew is new machines added to the production queue, mc is machines purchased
by consumption firms, xt is current machine inventories, x∗i is desired machine inventories,
and mp is machines currently in progress. Due to the nature of investment decisions,
investment decisions are lumpy and include zeros in some periods (matching basic stylized
empirical facts about investment behavior - Doms and Dunne (1998)). Therefore, mc is
estimated by averaging across a number of periods. In the standard setup, I set the
number of consideration periods equal to the time to build a machine. Demand for
investment goods comes from consumption firms and each investment firm sells to a
stock of customers that adjusts over time.
As with consumption firms, given the planned production, an investment firm then
calculates the number of workers it needs to carry out production and hires or fires workers
as needed. Hiring and firing mechanics work exactly as in consumption firms. Pricing
decisions also work similarly, following the same three rules as consumption firms. One
slight difference is that investment firms consider profits over a period rather than static
profits again in order to avoid excessive volatility in prices. Static profit is
π=

nc
X

pt mit − lt wt

i=1
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(14)

which is just the sum of demands for machines for all of its customers minus its labor
cost. Profit for the consideration period is then found by summing static profits.
Customer dynamics also operate similarly. If an investment firm charges a price above
the average over all investment firms, it has a chance to lose a customer (remember that
customers here are consumption firms). Unlike in the consumption product market, there
is no pool of searching consumption firms. Every consumption firm is always matched to a
single supplier. With some probability, a consumption firm customer at each investment
firm will compare the price it currently pays to that of one other investment firm. If
the price is lower, it changes suppliers. Otherwise it stays. The functional form for the
probability is similar to that of a consumer leaving its current store
Pli = 1 − e−ξli p̃
pi − p̄
p̃ = 100
pi

(15)

where once again the probability depends on the investment firm’s price pi compared
to the average price p̄ and a parameter ξli . To reiterate, this probability only governs the
probability that a consumption firm tries to compare prices. They only leave if the new
firm they sample actually has a lower price. This distinction means that consumption
firm-supplier relationships are harder to break than customer-consumption firm ones,
which seems like a plausible assumption.
To summarize the sequence of events for investment firms
1. Determine number of new machines to build (based on equation 13)
2. Hire/fire workers corresponding to current production level (new machines + current stock in progress)
3. Sell machines to current customers as demanded
4. Pay workers and determine profit (14)
5. Adjust price
6. Gain/lose customers based on equation 15

2.3

Government

In this version of the model, the government plays a relatively passive role. The model
is stock flow consistent, which, combined with the fact that there is only one currency,
no bond market, and the model is a closed economy, makes monetary and fiscal policy
essentially interchangeable. Government spending can be thought of as creating treasury
bonds that are instantly purchased by the central bank, adding to the money supply. On
the other hand, taxes draw money out of the money supply.
In the current form of the model, the government has three main functions. First, it
charges an income tax on consumers. Since wages are the only form of income, the tax
is also equivalent to a tax on wages. With the tax, equation 5 becomes
ydt = wct (1 − τ )
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(16)

where τ is the income tax rate. Government revenue is therefore,
GR =

ne
X

τ wit

(17)

i=1

where ne is the number of employed workers throughout the economy and wi is the
wage of each worker (which may be different depending on their current employer).
Though the model can easily allow for government spending of many kinds, the example used in this paper is unemployment benefits. Whenever a worker is unemployed
they receive some percentage of the average wage. In the current model, there are no
other sources of government spending so that total government expenditure is given by
GE = ζnu w̄

(18)

where ζ is the percentage of the average wage the government pays out, nu is the number of unemployed workers, and w̄ is the average wage. The government deficit/surplus
can then be calculated by subtracting equations 17 and 18
The final job of the government is to handle monetary policy for the economy. Again,
any dollar that is spent by the government automatically add to the money supply while
taxes are removed from the money supply. In the model, government debt is actually
irrelevant to the functioning of the economy since there are no bonds and it is never
expected to be repaid. “Borrowing” in this case is simply getting the central bank to
“print” money. Without a bond market or banks, traditional monetary policy does not
have a place in the model. However, the government can choose to increase the money
supply through “helicopter drops” to consumers.
Currently, monetary policy in the model is conducted through simple monetary base
targeting. The target level for the base increases at a fixed rate and if the actual money
supply falls below target, the central bank increases the money supply by printing money
and adding it to each consumer’s cash holdings. The purpose of this simple policy is
mainly to prevent the money supply from falling to zero. Without it, if the government
runs persistent budget surpluses, the total cash holding in the economy will eventually
fall to zero and spending collapses. As with government spending, the model is flexible
enough to incorporate various types of monetary policy rules (inflation targeting, nominal
GDP targeting, etc.). Alternatives will be discussed in section 5

2.4

Aggregation

As an agent based model, aggregate variables are calculated by summing over individual agents. For example, aggregate consumption can be calculating by summing the
individual consumption of individual agents. However, some aggregate variables are not
trivial to aggregate. It is unclear, for example, how real GDP should be calculated in
the model. While real consumption can be obtained simply by adding up the production of each consumption firm and real investment is similarly the sum of investment
firm production, summing real consumption and investment would be attempting to add
goods with entirely different units. One unit of consumption is in no way comparable
to one machine. Calculating real GDP would therefore require the use of some kind of
price index (a model version of the GDP deflator used in actual aggregate accounting).
Rather than attempt this exercise, I instead refrain from discussing aggregate output and
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instead focus on consumption and investment sectors in isolation whenever talking about
real production.
Even nominal quantities present some challenges. Using the expenditure approach to
try to calculate nominal GDP runs into the issue of how to measure inventory adjustments, a topic that remains under some debate (Reinsdorf, 2007). It is clear that, in
theory, production that is added to inventories should still be counted in that periods
aggregate output. Less clear is the correct price to use when adding these quantities. For
example, imagine that a firm sets an exceptionally high price, which causes demand to fall
and therefore much of the firm’s production ends up in inventories. Over time, the firm
reduces its price and eventually sells all of its inventories. Using the initial high price to
calculate nominal GDP doesn’t give an accurate picture of production since those goods
would have never sold at that price. A perfect measure would observe the sale price of
each individual unit and update nominal GDP in the time period that it was produced.
However, this kind of measurement is both impractical and unhelpful if the goal is to
observe values in real time.
Therefore, despite the possible flaws in accounting methodology, the model calculates
nominal GDP simply by multiplying current production by the current price of the firm
that creates it. Changes in inventories for consumption firms are calculated as the residual
of total production by consumption firms and consumer demand for that output. This
calculation then allows total investment to be constructed as production by investment
firms (new machines) and changes in inventories of both consumption and investment
firms.

3

Simulating the Model in a Visual Interactive Environment

The model above aims to provide a reasonable foundation upon which to build, but it does
not pretend to be a major contribution to our understanding of economic phenomena.
The more important contribution of this paper is the ability to run the model described
above in a visual, interactive environment. In this section I explain how the program
works.

3.1

Overview

Figure 1 shows the main screen of the program during a model simulation. At any
moment during the simulation, the program displays every single agent that makes up
the model. The four different types of agents are each identified by a square of a different
color. Consumers are blue, consumption firms red, investment firms yellow, and the
government is brown. As the economy runs, consumers who become unemployed and
firms who have no customers change to black. When a consumer is employed or a firm
with no customers attracts a new customer, their color is restored.
Stats for the aggregate economy are displayed on the left in green text. Displayed
variables include nominal GDP, real consumption, average profit (of consumption firms),
average price of the consumption goods, the number of consumers searching for a new
store, the average machine price, the unemployment rate, and the average wage. As the
model runs, these variables are updated in real time
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Figure 1: The main screen during a model simulation
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Figure 2: Examples of program output when an agent is selected. From top left to
bottom right, the figure shows a consumer, a consumption firm, an investment firm, and
the government being highlighted

3.2

Interaction

As the economy runs, it allows the user to interact and observe how changes in the
economy affect individual agents. Figure 2 shows how the program reacts when each
type of agent is selected. By clicking an agent, the right panel changes to show the
individual stats for that agent. It also changes the color of agents to reflect that agent’s
current relationship with other agents. When an agent is clicked (or hovered over with
the mouse), its color changes to yellow.
Clicking a consumer (top left panel of figure 2 shows it’s marginal propensity to consume, current real and nominal consumption, its saving, cash holding, and nominal and
real wage. It also highlights the consumption firm that it is currently buying goods from
(that firm will change color to blue), and its current employer (could be a consumption
or investment firm - which will turn yellow).
A clicked consumption firm (top right panel of figure 2 will show how many workers
it currently employs, its cash holding, its current level of production, its inventories, the
number of customers currently buying from it, its price, profit, machine capacity, and
wage. It also highlights all of the workers it employs (consumers it employs turn white),
and its customers (turn red).
Similarly, an investment firm (bottom left panel of figure 2) shows the number of
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Figure 3: An example of a graph running in the program
workers and customers, sales, machine inventories, cash holding, profit (period profit as
described in section 2.2.2), current machine price, and current wage. It also reveals all of
the investment firms customers in orange and consumers it employs in white.
Finally, hovering over or clicking on the government will show its current revenue,
expenditure, budget balance (surplus or deficit), debt, and the current money supply of
the economy. Since government benefits in this version of the model are only paid to
unemployed workers, there is no color coding given for recipients (they are just all of the
unemployed consumers), this feature could easily be added in future versions with more
complicated government spending programs.
When any stat is clicked, a graph will be displayed in the center of the application.
The graph shows the evolution of whichever variable is clicked over time. Figure 3 shows
an example of a graph running in the program. Time runs along the horizontal axis and
the variable chosen (in this case nominal GDP) on the vertical. As the economy continues
to run, the graph updates in real time. The graph continues to plot new points starting
at the period, t, when a variable is clicked and will plot up to 500 additional time periods
of data. After 500, the graph will continue to update with new data, but will drop the
earliest points so that it always shows 500 total datapoints (the number of time periods
can be configured within the program).
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3.3

Changing Parameters

In addition to the interaction described above, the other key feature of the model is the
ability to change the key parameters of the model. Figure 4 shows the parameter selection
screen in the program. Parameters that can be changed are divided into 6 categories.
First, parameters that affect the entire economy are the number of consumers (nc ), the
number of consumption firms (ncf ), the number of investment firms (nif ), and labor
market tightness (θ).
For a consumer, parameters include the marginal propensity to consume (b) (which
can further be configured to be uniform across consumers or randomly distributed - at
the moment, uniform distribution is the only option), the excess cash spending rate (ε),
and their desired cash holding (h∗ ).
Consumption firm parameters are their desired inventory (x∗c ), the parameter governing the extent of decreasing returns to scale (αc ), the customer loss rate (ξl ) and the
customer gain rate (ξg ).
Investment firm parameters are the capacity of each machine (γ), the age at which
a machine depreciates (δ), the time it takes to build a machine (χ), desired machine
inventories (x∗i ), the parameter governing the extent of decreasing returns to scale (αc ),
and the customer loss rate (ξli ).
Government parameters are the income tax rate τ ), the unemployment benefits rate
(ζ), and the growth rate of the money supply target (gm ).
Finally, the number of periods for the graphs to show in the program can also be
adjusted on the setup screen.
Note that some parameter values cannot be accepted (for example negative values).
Attempting to input an invalid parameter value will lead to the program automatically
defaulting to a parameter within the acceptable range.

4

Benchmark Calibration Results

This section offers an example calibration of the model in order to demonstrate some
basic results. However, as discussed above, one of the primary motivations of the design
of the model is to move away from allowing rigid parameterizations to drive the result.
The utility of this kind of model should be in allowing anyone to play with different
parameterizations and explore the results themselves. Still, as the creator of the model,
I can share some of the results I have found and explain why I chose the benchmark
calibration I have chosen. Table 1 offers a list of the benchmark parameters (these can
also be seen in figure 3.3 or by running the program and seeing the default values).
In total, there are 20 parameters in the model that require calibration. The large
number of free parameters obviously gives the model flexibility in terms of the results
it can potentially generate. This flexibility can be both a blessing and a curse because
identifying such a model and estimating it quantitatively becomes extremely challenging
if not impossible. The model is better suited for qualitative results, for testing simple
theories of how the economy should work by adjusting parameters in order to see if they
match intuition. In this sense, the model aims to act as a testing ground for new ideas
that can then be further developed into quantitative experiments with more complicated
models.
Two important ideas underly the design of the model. First, it should be able to generate fluctuations without relying on exogenous shocks. Accomplishing this goal is much
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Figure 4: The parameter selection screen
Table 1: Benchmark Calibration
Benchmark Value

Parameter

Description

nc
ncf
nif
θ
b
ε
h∗
x∗c
αc
ξl
ξg
γ
δ
χ
x∗i
αi
ξli
τ
ζ
gm

Number of Consumers
Number of Consumption Firms
Number of Investment Firms
Labor Market Tightness
Marginal Propensity to Consume
Excess Cash Spending Rate
Desired Cash Holding
Consumption Firms Desired Inventory
Decreasing Returns for Consumption Firms
Consumption Firm Customer Loss Rate
Consumption Firm Customer Gain Rate
Machine Capacity
Machine Depreciation Age
Time to Build a Machine
Desired Machine Inventory
Decreasing Returns for Investment Firms
Investment Firm Customer Loss Rate
Income Tax Rate
Unemployment Benefits
Money Supply Target Growth Rate
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1500
100
5
2
0.75
0.1
100
100
0.9
1
10
2
500
20
50
0.9
10
0.2
0.8
0

easier in an ABM than in DSGE alternatives, which often rely on questionably sourced
TFP shocks to generate realistic looking fluctuations. In contrast, agent based models
can more easily produce chaotic behavior that is entirely deterministic but still incredibly
hard for agents in the model to predict (see for example Brock and Hommes (1997)). This
unpredictability gives deterministic models an answer to the Lucas Critique. The usual
justifications for including rational expectations, that smart agents will eventually learn
the model and begin to use forward looking predictions, becomes much less appealing in
the face of unpredictable chaos.
The second feature the model hopes to encompass is the ability to remain relatively
stable over time. Unlike standard DSGE style models, the model in this paper does not
explicitly define a steady state or have any built in reason that it should converge to one.
However, it does contain elements that serve to stabilize many of the key variables. For
example, the price adjustment mechanism described in section 2.2.1 causes firms to hover
around 0 profit as they compete to retain customers (and increase prices when profits get
too low). This mechanism also maintains a relatively stable price level (around 2 in the
benchmark calibration with no money supply growth).
These two characteristics of the model lead to nice looking economic fluctuations
around a somewhat stable mean. To illustrate this property, figure 5 shows a sample
simulation of nominal GDP using the benchmark calibration described in Table 1. The
gray lines in the graph depict the actual series for NGDP while the black line shows
a 20 period moving average. It is important to keep in mind that the model does not
necessarily have a natural mapping to real GDP data. The adjustment procedures that
form the backbone of the model are probably more conducive to something like a weekly
frequency. The volatility of the series is therefore much higher than what would be
seen in the GDP data. Despite this qualification, the series exhibits both of the desired
properties mentioned above. Nominal GDP fluctuates around a mean of about 1650,
peaking at around 2000 and bottoming out around 1500 (over longer time periods there
is also a slight upward trend due to increasing prices).
Other variables show similar patterns. Figure 6 shows sample simulation results for
consumption and investment (both in nominal terms). Once again we see a relatively
stable mean with short term fluctuations around that mean. Comparing these two graphs
with the graph of nominal GDP in Figure 5, we can see that investment is more volatile
than GDP, which is more volatile than consumption. This pattern is confirmed by calculating the standard deviations and coefficients of variation for each variable. These
statistics are described in Table 2. Prices also move pretty much in line with expectations. Consumer prices are relatively stable and persistent, while producer prices have
much larger deviations from the mean (longer simulations demonstrate that the average
price is still stable over long time periods). Figure 7 shows sample simulations for these
price series. Again, the goal of the model is not to explicitly match real economic data at
this point, but its ability to match general patterns regarding the volatility of aggregate
variables is still encouraging.
The model does not do quite as well in the labor market. The specification for wage
adjustments described in Section 2.2 is not nearly rich enough to enable realistic looking
fluctuations in wages over time (in fact there is currently no way for nominal wages to
fall at all). The path of wages is therefore not a useful variable in this setup. The
unemployment rate (shown in Figure 8 is counterfactually high in level and excessively
volatile. Section 5 will discuss some ways to deal with these issues in future iterations of
the model.
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Figure 5: A sample simulation of the nominal GDP series under the benchmark calibration. The gray lines show the actual series and the black shows a 20 period moving
average. The first 3000 periods of the simulation were dropped to avoid dependence on
initial conditions. Therefore the figure shows periods 3000-3500.

Figure 6: A sample simulation of consumer prices (left) and machine prices (right) under
the benchmark calibration. The first 3000 periods of the simulation were dropped to
avoid dependence on initial conditions. Therefore the figure shows periods 3000-3500.
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Figure 7: A sample simulation of the nominal consumption (left) and nominal investment
(right) series under the benchmark calibration. The first 3000 periods of the simulation
were dropped to avoid dependence on initial conditions. Therefore the figure shows
periods 3000-3500.

Variable

Table 2: Sample Statistics
Mean
Standard Deviation

NGDP
1664.02
Consumption
1541.15
Investment
117.49
Unemployment
22.62
Average Consumption Price 2.05
Average Machine Price
47.72

84.45
14.46
80.43
1.71
0.047
5.77
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Coefficient of Variation
0.051
0.0094
0.685
0.075
0.022
0.121

Figure 8: A sample simulation of the unemployment series under the benchmark calibration. The first 3000 periods of the simulation were dropped to avoid dependence on
initial conditions. Therefore the figure shows periods 3000-3500.
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Figure 9: Left Panel: Average unemployment rates (vertical axis) under different levels
of income taxes (horizontal axis). Right Panel: Average unemployment rates (vertical
axis) under different levels of unemployment benefits (horizontal axis). Averages are over
1000 periods after dropping the first 500 periods of the simulation
Finally, the model can handle simple policy experiments. Policy is the area of the
model that has the most room to grow. It should be possible to test various monetary
and fiscal policies given the framework set out here, but doing so is beyond the scope of
this paper. Here, I will simply provide a couple examples to show that changes in policy
can have significant effects on aggregate variables.
The easiest type of policy to implement in the model as currently specified is through
changes to the government’s tax and benefit structure (laid out in detail in section 2.3).
Figure 9 shows the average unemployment rate that the model produces under different levels of income tax (holding unemployment benefits fixed at the benchmark level)
and different levels of unemployment rate benefits (holding income taxes fixed at the
benchmark level). Recall that labor is supplied inelastically so there is no supply side
effects from either policy. Instead, increased unemployment occurs due to lower aggregate demand from increased taxes or reduced benefits, which causes firms to cut back
on production. Obviously this analysis is far too simple to be any use as a guide to real
world policy, but this example simply serves to show that policy can have effects on the
economy.
The model can also incorporate various types of monetary policy. Again, more work
needs to be done before experiments in the model can actually be applied to realistic
situations, but it can still produce some intuitive results. In line with the expectations
of standard models, increasing the money supply (remember that monetary policy works
through helicopter drops to consumers) reduces unemployment but increases inflation.
Figure 10 shows the change in the benchmark economy with an increasing money supply
target (specifically with gm set to 0.0005). As the figure shows, unemployment eventually
drops to near zero with random spikes above and the volatility of nominal GDP increases
drastically. Prices also rapidly increase as consumers try to spend an increasing amount
of money on firms with a limited production capacity.
The model has some problems when it reaches full employment (zero percent unemployment) and inventories begin to approach zero, which causes the odd looking spikes in
the nominal GDP graph. These issues will be discussed in the next section in more detail.
Another policy experiment that avoids this issue is an unemployment target where the
government increases the money supply only when unemployment falls below its target
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Figure 10: Simulation with a constantly increasing money supply target. From top left
to bottom right: money supply, Nominal GDP, the unemployment rate, the average price
of a consumption good. Simulation is over 3000 periods (500 periods dropped)
(note that this experiment is not currently possible in the standalone program - it requires
a slight change in the code).
Figure 11 shows the results from a simulation with an unemployment target of 10%.
This policy produces a much more stable economy than the constant money growth rate
of the previous experiment. It accomplishes its goal of reducing unemployment relative
to the benchmark case and produces much more stable paths for nominal GDP and the
price level relative to the constant money growth case. Note that the money supply grows
almost linearly in this case, compared to the exponential growth rate in the previous case.
These examples are meant to provide a basic intuition for how policy can work in the
model, but they are by no means exhaustive. I expect that future work can examine much
more interesting kinds of fiscal policies including government directly hiring or directly
purchasing consumption and investment goods, as well as monetary policies like price
level targeting, nominal GDP targeting, or a Taylor rule.

5

Robustness/Extensions

Part of the inspiration for designing the model as an interactive one with the ability for
users to change parameters is to make the model features more transparent. It is always
a question in economic models whether the author simply cherry picked parameter values
to make their model look good. Here, I allow the user to test their own parameter values
to see how different variables can affect the results. To that end, in this section I offer
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Figure 11: Simulation with an unemployment target. From top left to bottom right:
money supply, Nominal GDP, the unemployment rate, the average price of a consumption
good. Simulation is over 3000 periods (500 periods dropped)
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some of the patterns I have observed in designing the model.
Starting with economy wide parameters, the economy is relatively robust to changes
in the numbers of agents. Changing the number of consumers produces little qualitative
difference in key variables unless the ratio of consumers to firms becomes too small.
Without a large number of customers per consumption firm, the customer market setup
breaks down and prices drop without firms gaining any customers, leading to an extremely
low (and ultimately unprofitable) price level. The same logic applies to the number
of consumption firms relative to investment firms. There must be sufficiently many
consumption firms to allow price competition between investment firms to work properly.
The other concern with the number of agents is computational. Too many agents causes
the program to run slowly. These concerns led me to choose the benchmark calibration of
1500 consumers, 100 consumption firms (15 consumers per firm) and 5 investment firms
(20 consumption firms per investment firms).
Consumer specific parameters are relatively unimportant to the working of the model.
Changing mpc affects the economy in predictable ways and the excess cash spending rate
can affect the persistence of consumption, but these are not especially interesting changes.
The desired cash holding of consumers needs to be high enough that cash holdings do
not consistently hit zero, but otherwise is basically unimportant.
One potential improvement to consumer behavior in the model is to allow marginal
propensity to consume to adjust dynamically. Theoretically, adding dynamic savings
could allow discussion of phenomena like the paradox of thrift where consumers attempt
to increase savings only to see aggregate savings fall as demand collapses. One way to
implement this idea is to use their current cash holdings to adjust their savings rate. If
cash holdings are too low, consumers increase their rate of saving and decrease it when
holdings are too high. I attempted to implement this setup in previous iterations of the
model, but changes in mpc tended to be too drastic and led to even more severe swings
in cash holdings. More thought will need to be given to adjustments in saving rates.
The specifications for firm gain and loss are designed to be robust to changes in the
speed of gain and loss. Looking at equations 7 and 8, we can see that they are naturally
designed to keep the number of searching customers in a stable range. As the number
of searching consumers increases, it becomes easier for firms to attract new customers
and vice versa. In precious iterations of the model without this feature, the number of
searching consumers tended to either fall to zero (which causes problems for the customer
market price adjustment mechanism) or increase to the entire population (which causes
consumption to go to zero).
One particular aspect of the model worth discussing here is that consumers who
are searching have zero consumption. I justify this assumption by interpreting zero
consumption as consuming previously purchased goods within their own home (which is
not counted as consumption in that period in aggregate accounts). Future work could
explicitly account for this interpretation by separating the purchase of a good and its
consumption. In other words, consumers could hold a stock of goods that they run down
and need to replenish by purchasing more.
Perhaps the biggest issue with the mechanics of the model is the potential for firms
to hit zero inventories. In the price adjustment mechanism, there is currently no way
for low inventories to lead to price increases. I chose to avoid including inventories as a
factor for price adjustment in order to isolate the customer market side of the model, but
future work could certainly explore more complicated pricing schemes. As it stands, the
main way that the model breaks down is when monetary policy causes large increases in
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aggregate demand and firms cannot produce fast enough to keep up. Since there is no
way for productivity to increase in the current model, the only way for firms to respond to
excess demand is by increasing prices. When the money supply grows rapidly, firms the
pricing mechanism does not allow firms to increase prices fast enough to reduce demand
sufficiently. This issue is what causes the spikes in NGDP seen in Figure 10.
The other major category of parameters is those controlling the characteristics of
machines. The speed of depreciation affects the profitability of both consumption firms
(which have to replenish machines more quickly with quicker depreciation) and investment
firms (which get to sell more with quicker depreciation). Machine capacity has similar
effects as lower capacity requires firms to purchase more machines for the same level
of production. The time to build a machine affects investment firms profitability and
employment because with longer periods, more workers need to be tied up in investment
firms at any one time.
As mentioned briefly earlier, one motivation for this setup of machines is to add
a Hayekian side to the economy where recessions can develop because of a mismatch
between plans and actual outcomes. When investment takes time to build, firms can
undertake projects that turn out to be unprofitable. Still, more work needs to be done
before any serious comparison to Hayek’s work can be made. With only one type of
investment good, Hayek’s idea of the lengthening of the structure of production is meaningless. Previous versions of the model attempted to include longer term investment
projects (“factories”), but the decisions of both investment firms (in terms of how much
to produce and price to charge) and consumption firms (in terms of how much of each
type of investment to buy and when to switch supplier) become much more complex.
Another notable omission is the lack of any sort of bond market. Without a functioning market for debt, the model cannot capture many of the most important effects that
occur in real economies like the effects of changes in interest rates, debt financing, and
bankruptcy. Although debt implicitly has a place in the model through negative cash
holdings of firms, this simplification cannot mimic real world patterns or decision-making
related to debt. Early versions of the model attempted to include a more complete bond
market, but doing so raises many questions. Who should supply bonds? Only governments or firms as well? What duration should bonds be offered at and how can these
durations be decided? What happens when debts cannot be repaid? Because the model
produces interesting results without these complications, I decided to leave them for
future work.
One final point that could be included in future versions of the model is a better
implementation of entry and exit. Although we can interpret a firm with zero customers
as “exiting” the market, this interpretation isn’t quite right because the firm retains its
price and cash holding and still makes decisions about pricing that affect the market.
A better (but much more complex) way of allowing entry and exit in the model would
be an evolutionary system where each firm can have slight differences in the types of
decisions it makes (for example some firms could change prices more frequently). Then,
competition between firms would lead the model to choose the ones that perform the
best and push out underperformers. With this kind of dynamics, the model would be
less dependent on specific decision rules developed by the modeler, and could instead be
used to figure out which kind of decision rules actually work best in practice. Again, this
feature was attempted but ultimately proved to add too much complexity to be included
in this version. Additionally, without a functioning bond market, it is difficult to decide
when a firm would exit the market since in this version they can always borrow more
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money. Each of these additions require significantly more thought before they can be
included.

6

Conclusion

Agent based models have enormous potential, but in order to reach that potential careful
considerations must be given to how to best illustrate and understand the results generated by these models. One of the reasons equation based general equilibrium models
have proven so effective in the history of macroeconomic methodology is their ability to
produce clean, clear results through analytic solutions. Simulation focused agent based
models can never hope to offer that level of clarity. Instead, we must consider other
methods to make the results useful for researchers and policy makers.
This paper offers one possibility for conveying the results of an agent based model. It
sets out a standalone program that can be downloaded and used to run experiments on
a simple economy. By allowing users to see results of changes in real time, it makes it
easy to ask and answer questions about how changes in the economic environment and
policy can affect aggregate variables over time.
The model presented here is intentionally simplified and not meant to be used for
serious policy analysis at this point. Instead, it provides a basic starting point which
will hopefully be built upon in future work. The foundation of Keynesian inventory
adjustments and price setting based on customer markets offers an intuitive and flexible
framework that lends itself to a number of extensions including financial markets and
evolutionary entry and exit.
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A

Running the Program

The program can be downloaded from the author’s website at http://chrissurro.com/programscode/ by clicking the “program” link. Clicking this link will download a folder called
“Keynesian Dynamics,” which contains the application file (also called “Keynesian Dynamics”). Running the program will open the parameter selection screen as shown in
figure 3.3.
Parameters can then be freely changed. Before starting the simulation, the enter key
must be pressed to finish editing the parameter value. This step allows the program to
check if a permissible value was entered and will not accept non-numbers as inputs. If the
numeric value of the parameter lies outside a certain range (e.g. most parameters cannot
be negative, probabilities must be between 0 and 1), it will automatically be corrected
to an acceptable value.
Pressing “Start Simulation” opens the main screen as shown in figure 3.1. The economy will automatically begin running and statistics adjust in real time. Hovering over
an agent will show the statistics for that agent on the right of the application window.
Clicking the agent will lock those statistics in place until another agent is clicked. Clicking
any statistic will open a graph of that variable that updates dynamically as the economy
runs. Closing the simulation window allows the user to input new parameter values and
start a new simulation from t=0.

B

Swift Code

A link to download the source code for the program can be found at http://chrissurro.com/programscode/. The program was created using Apple’s SpriteKit toolset for the Swift programming language, which means it requires an Apple computer, the program XCode, and a
(free) developer account in order to run the code. This choice was made because SpriteKit
offers an environment that makes animation and other visual elements relatively easy to
implement. The additional package “Charts” (Gindi, 2018) is used to generate the dynamic graphs. To enable running the program, cocoapods must be installed to enable
the use of the Charts package. Instructions for installing cocoapods can be found here:
https://cocoapods.org. The Pod file necessary to install the Charts pod has already been
included in the project folder. Therefore, installing only requires opening terminal, typing
“sudo gem install cocoapods,” changing the working directory to the folder containing
the Xcode Project, and typing “pod install.” From here, opening the file “Keynes ABM
2.xcworkspace” (note not .xcodeproj) should show the files that make up the program.
The code consists of 15 swift files. The file “AppDelegate” is automatically generated
by Spritekit and left unchanged with the exception of one line of code that makes the
program quit automatically when all windows are closed. The files “Bond” and “Factory”
are unused in the current version of the program.
Global variables are defined in the file “Util.swift.” Each variable that needs to be
accessed by multiple agents in the economy is instantiated here with an initial value.
Variables are defined as arrays indexed by t, so this setup essentially defines the value of
global variables at period 0. For t > 0, additional values are added to the array in other
files in the program.
The setup of the parameter selection screen is contained mostly in the file “StartScreen.swift”
and also requires the use of the “Main.storyboard” file. Each parameter that can be
changed is given a textbox which then sets the value of the specified parameter. Accept30

able parameter ranges are also set here so that entries cannot include negative numbers
or probabilities over 1. It is also important to note that the file “ViewController.swift”
resets all global variables whenever a new simulation begins. This prevents variables
keeping their values from the previous simulation.
For the main screen of the program, most tasks stem from the main file “MainScene.swift.” This file begins by setting up the screen with the user specified number of
consumers, consumption firms, investment firms, and a single government. Each type of
agent is then defined in its own file. Each individual agent is an object with a specific set
of characteristics. For example, a consumer has properties that correspond to its wage,
mpc, consumption spending, etc. These variables can be seen at the start of each class.
Note that the classes “CFirm.swift” and “IFirm.swift” both inherit from the parent class
”Firm.swift,” which enables them to use shared methods for hiring and firing workers
without redefining in both classes.
Running the economy occurs through the “update” method in the main file. First,
global variables are appended with an additional 0 (for flows) or the previous value (for
stocks) using the transition method. It is important that this step occurs before any
other so that these variables can be changed at the appropriate times. Each agent also
has its own set of variables that must be appended at the beginning of the period. From
there, the program follows the outline given in 2.
One important note for changing the variables displayed either for the entire economy
or for individual agents is that two pieces of the code control these labels (both in the
MainScene file). First, in the initial setup of the economy (within the didMove(to view)
method), an array of strings is allocated. These will be the variables that are displayed in
the label. Next, the actual variables that correspond to those strings need to be defined.
This occurs in the update method and is defined separately for each type of agent as well
as the whole economy (so there should be 5 sets of matching string and variable arrays
total).
Finally, the program can also be run in “No Visual Mode,” which eschews the interactive and visual elements in favor of speed. No Visual Mode is activated by setting
the property noVisualMode to true in the mainScene file. This feature is obviously only
useful if the results can be stored somewhere, so there is also an option to save the results
to a file by setting the property saveResults to true. Note that in order to save results, a
location must be defined at the very end of the update method. Variables to save can be
changed by changing the string array csvText in the property list of mainScene as well
as the corresponding variable list at the end of the update method.
Other specifics of the code can be found in comments within the code files.
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